SNR brake discs:
count on security!

Automotive Aftermarket

BRAKE DISC KIT KF 159.48 U

BRAKE DISC KIT : A SIMPLE AND
ECONOMIC SOLUTION
●

All of the components : brake disc, wheel

The SNR brake disc kit KF159.48U cannot be

bearing, circlip, location for ASB features, nut

dismantled without damaging the housing and the

and hub cap in the same packaging,

bearing. It benefits from the ASB® (Active Sensor

®

●

The assembled brake disc/bearing is replaced all
at the same time: no more mounting problems, no
specific tool is required,

●

SNR BRAKE DISC KIT KF 159.48 U
PEUGEOT 307 AND CITROËN C4

One product reference for the pre-assembled

Bearing) technology, today a world standard, fitting
most of the wheel bearings in Europe and Japan.
This bearing is the only one to be homologated by
PSA Group in OEM and Aftermarket.

brake disc/bearing unit,
A product which complies with the manufacturer’s
design.

KF 159.48U PEUGEOT 307 and CITROËN C4
OEM reference

4246Z9

Order code

KF159.48U

Disk outer diam.

245 mm

Bearing inner diam.

25 mm

ASB® is an SNR technology which enables
the measurement of the wheel speed and
improves the performance of systems such
as ABS, ESP, etc...
Today, 8 out of 10 of the top selling European
vehicles are fitted with this technology.

CAUTION !
The European Law requires both brake discs of
the vehicle to have the same thickness.
Therefore, it is recommended to order 2
KF159.48U products at the same time.
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